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                    Android App Development

                    
                         As an Android app development company, Biz4Solutions works as the power behind your idea by creating simplified android applications that are customized to your specific project requirements. We ensure our clients get maximum return on their investments through our apps. We deliver our projects within the stipulated time while maintaining the market standards. We work on all the latest technologies like Android SDK and various APIs and our Android apps are top-quality, feature-rich, and industry-specific. Our team is highly experienced in Android app development. For any client requirement, we do an in-depth analysis and thorough market research. For building an impactful app, Biz4Solutions does brainstorming and consolidation of workflows, ideas, data, etc. before starting any project. Our apps are known for their spectacular designs, robust code, and smooth functioning.                    

                

            

         


     
                    
    
        
             
                
                    
                    Our Expertise

                    
                        Our team has expertise in developing new-age android apps using the latest trends and technologies. We serve global clients of diverse business sectors.
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                    Our Android App development Cater to a Diverse Industry Vertical
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                    App Development Process

                    
                        In this competitive world, we constantly strive to develop top-quality, highly efficient app solutions. We prefer an agile methodology for our complete product development lifecycle.
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                    Android Apps Portfolio                    

                    
                        We have developed custom android apps in domains like on-demand, social, IoT, mentoring, etc. in various industries, suiting their specific business requirements.
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                                    Phlex65

                                    It’s a HIPAA compliant Android app which helps senior citizens to instantly hire care-givers on demand. Caregivers provide daily care services and help during emergency times.

                                                                                                                                                    View Case Study
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                                    YouVOXX

                                    It is a social networking app which has voicemail, texting, calling and call-blocking facility. It’s a new-age app which people can use for connecting personally or by forming groups.

                                                                                                                                                    View Case Study
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                                    Rekon

                                    It is an app that shows the speed limit to the user of a car. It uses IoT device and an LCD to display results in the car. It warns the user with a beep sound when speed limits are exceeded and saves their lives.

                                                                                                                                                    View Case Study
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                                    Mentor-Mentee App

                                    It is a mentoring app having multi-user login where people having different skills like singing, guitar, dance, etc. can join as mentors and the mentees can learn as per their interests.
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                        Want to Develop an Android App for Your Business?

                    

                    
                        Get Started
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                Frisco, TX, USA 75034
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